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South Asian Community Radio groups

flag need for networking
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Bangladesh Minister for Information & Communication Technologies Hasanul Haq Inu addresses the delegates (Courtesy: ACORAB)

CR activists, stations and associations from Nepal, Bangladesh

and India recently convened in Kathmandu, Nepal, for the ‘South

Asian Conference on Community Radio’. The high point of the

meeting was the adoption of the Kathmandu Declaration, a

roadmap for the development of regional networks and coordination

mechanisms for community media across South Asia.

The conference, visualized as the first of regular biannual

gatherings, was held on August 9 & 10, 2016. It was organized

by Nepal’s Association of Community Radio Broadcasters Nepal,

(ACORAB), in partnership with Bangladesh’s Bangladesh NGOs

Network for Radio and Communication (BNNRC) and Sri Lanka’s

Sri Lank Development Journalist Forum (SDJF). Other contributors

included Asian Institute of Broadcast Development (AIBD),

Asian Broadcasters Union (ABU) and Centre for International

Studies and Cooperation (CECI).  

The conference was inaugurated by Nepal's Vice President,

Mr. Nanda Bahadur Pun, and Bangladesh's Minister for Information,

Mr. Hasanul Haq Inu. Other significant speakers at the inauguration

included the Vice President of AMARC (World Association of

Community Radio Broadcasters), Mr. Min Bahadur Shahi; ACORAB

President, Mr. Mohan Chapagain; and the Nepal National Information

Commission Chief, Mr. Krishnahari Baskota.

The two-day meeting included a variety of sessions of practical

importance to community radio stations across the region, ranging

from sustainability issues and the role of CR in social empower-

ment, to the importance of community radio in encouraging better

governance and participatory democracy. The sessions included

presentations by CR stations from Bangladesh, Nepal and India,

as well as by agencies working with CR on a variety of develop-

ment issues.  

From India, Ideosync’s N. Ramakrishnan made presentations

at the conference on Ideosync's 3-country CR sustainability

research, and its current FREE/DEM initiative on democracy,

active citizenship and Right to Information, in which more than

65 Indian CR stations are involved. Other Indian participants

included Dr. Sebastian Verghese from Radio Mattoli (Kerala) and

Mr. K.V. Rao from Radio MGIRI (Maharashtra), who presented

their stations’ initiatives. 

In the light of the earthquake in Nepal in 2015, a key focus

was the importance of community radio in disaster mitigation

and prevention. Representatives of ACORAB and individual CR

stations from Nepal discussed the challenges they faced after the

earthquake, and how they brought the community radio process

in many badly damaged stations back on track in the months

that followed.

Continued on Page 11



INTERNATIONAL

Going Desi in London
Desi Radio is a community radio situated

in Southall, in the west part of London. It is

managed by the Punjabi diaspora. It runs in

1602 MW, between 7 AM and 12 midnight.

Then it goes to automation. I visited Desi

Radio on April 29, 2016 during my stay at

SOAS,   University of London, thanks to a

fellowship from Charles Wallace India Trust.

I met Amarjit Khera, Chair of the Punjabi

Centre and a few volunteers at the station.

I met Ajit Singh, 68, one of the radio staff.

Ajit shared the sufferings of Punjabi people

because of partition. He said, “When Indian

society is distributed on three separate

fronts i.e. caste, gender and religion, Punjabi

society is divided by four fronts including

partition. The idea behind Desi Radio wasto

create unity among Punjabi people to fight

against caste, religion, gender and difficulties

due to partition.” He recalls the 1947 Indo-Pak

partition and expresses his anguish, bycalling it the Punjab

Partition. Politics and religion played a big role to spread hatred

during partition and later. He described the people as East Punjabi

and West Punjabi instead of people from India and Pakistan. He

said, “There is diversity among Punjabi people, and isn’t that

difference beautiful? Still, there is so much in common. Can

religion divide us? We have learnt a lot from our past. Now, we

use music as a tool to unite East and West Punjabi people. There

are differences inthe accents of East Punjabi and West Punjabi. But,

Desi Radio is beyond these differences and is a common platform

for everyone.”

Desi Radio airs programmes, especially songs, news and discussions.

There is a team of about 70 volunteers, who work with Desi

Radio. Whilethese volunteer-presenters raise questions in their

programmes,the people from the community express their opinions.

Some of them question the power of God. They also challenge

the idea of king. They also discuss sex. Ajit said, “South Asia is anti-

sex.  As Jayadev has rightly pointed out:  how sex can be unnatural?”

I met Kashmir, Amarjit, Pami and Amolok. Amarjit (Shaan)

Singh, a student of Business Management broadcasts a programme

of bhangra music for two hours. He selects 10 to 12 songs, based

on people’s choice in his programme. He also listens to reactions

of people after broadcasting theirpreferred songs. Shaan cites,

“For me, discussion programmes are more important than

songs, although the former is difficult to handle. Slowly, I’ll move

to discussion programmes. Presently, I am engaged in song-

based programmes.” Kashmir Panue, a full time volunteer explains

that she reads the news, presents music programmes, andalso

does chat shows. Elaborating on her work, she also reveals how

much the radio station has meant to her, “I had a guest this

morning, a counsellor. I do fund raising activities. I learnt more

Punjabi here. I built my confidence here, by speaking to people.

Where can I do a radio show? This radio gave me an opportunity.”

Paramjit Kaur Thind (Pami is her radio name) specifies that

she interviews professionals. I talk on local issues like housing,

street cleaning, and informative programmes. I am learning and

at the same time providing information to the community. I am

working as a volunteer. My programme appeals to listeners.

Hence, listeners demand four hoursof programme instead of two.”

Desi Radio can be listened to throughout world on internet.

When I ask if it is a community radio or an international radio,one

of the volunteers tactfully answers, “International listeners enjoy

listening to us, but we want to remain local. We have staff members.

We collect local advertisements and do local business. We pay

minimum wage to the staff.” Most of the programmes of Desi

Radio are run to unite Punjabi people and culture.

Bidu Bhusan Dash

Assistant Professor

Department of Media and Communication Studies

Savitribai Phule Pune University

Amolak Singh in the studio 
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The inability of mainstream media to pro-

vide a space for an alternative discourse on

critical social, political and economic issues

exacerbates the dismal situation for media

freedoms and diversity in the country.

Community Media, although hamstrung

by policy provisions that limit its scope by

curtailing news and restricting eligibility,

continue to play a critical role in being an

important space where marginalised voices

and the concerns of disenfranchised com-

munities can be raised.

By producing radio programmes that en-

courage community members to actively

take part in discussions related to issues

existing in their immediate contexts and

those that are of immediate concern to

them, several community radio stations are

creating the much needed voice equity in

the country.  In some cases this leads to

advocacy for transparency and accounta-

bility within local elected bodies. In other

cases it enables communities to preserve

their oral cultures and traditions.

However, the role of community radio

is still not fully understood in the overall

media landscape of the country. This is

also because there is very little by way of

documentation and active engagement

with the public at large of the role that

community radio stations are playing and

have the potential to play in the years to

come.  In order to address this gap, Ideo-

sync Media Combine designed ‘Our Prac-

tice’  an innovative initiative, supported

by   UNESCO’s IPDC program, to build ca-

pacities of Community Radio stations

across the country to reflect on and docu-

ment their daily practice.

A total of 119 Community Radio re-

porters and volunteers from 14 commu-

nity radio (CR) stations across the

country have been trained so far. All the

training sessions were held on-site at the

respective CR stations in the period be-

tween November 2015 and May 2016. 

An extensive training curriculum was

designed to introduce CR stations to the

key ideas of freedom of expression and its

safeguards in the Indian constitution as

well as the critical role of media in a

democracy. 

A key question for participants at the

trainings was to review their work and

reflect on how the CR station is fulfilling

its mandate of being a voice for the most

marginalized. The capacity building pro-

gram also equipped CR practitioners with

technical skills to produce quality audio

and video diaries using mobile phones

and innovating with participatory story

telling techniques to document local nar-

ratives. A freeware mobile application

was used to train participants in editing

the video diaries on their mobile phones.

The initiative is seeing the production

of several inspiring video diaries and short

films: From a Mubeena in Alfaaz e Mewat,

Haryanawho has emerged from the shadows

of the Burqa and learnt to be vocal about

her ideas about women to a Beela Devi in

Tilonia Radio, Rajasthan who persisted in

taking her fight for her pension onto the

airwaves and inspired many others to

stand up for their rights; From documenting

the role of differently abled community

members in the daily broadcasts at Waqt

Ki Awaaz, Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh and

Radio Bundelkhand, Madhya Pradesh to

bringing alive the songs  of the Dalit Punjabi

minority community in Assam on Radio

Jnan Tarang; From the angry voices of tea

garden communities that stake their claim

on Radio Brahmaputra, as a defiance against

local government apathy during the annual

floods to  a widow in Bihar who found a

new livelihood through her songs that

played on Radio Siwan.

This is the first time CR stations have

used video to document their radio

practices. The use of mobile phones for

shooting and editing makes the process

accessible and the Community Media

Manch platform enables community radio

stations to share this body of work with

each other and with other national and

global communities. Over 40 video diaries

have been produced by the CR stations as

part of the Our Practice initiative. 

Venu Arora

Jaimini Luharia

Ideosync Media Combine

Stations learn to document their radio
practices; produce 40 video diaries 

CR UPDATE
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EDITORIAL

Time for a reboot

CR News is in its seventh year of publi-

cation. During this fascinating journey,

there have might have been instances of

anxieties related to production funding,

but never has the editorial team faced any

dearth of articles and news. The CR sector

in India and South Asia, in all these years,

has been buzzing with stories of policy

decisions, new licenses, events, trainings,

workshops, conferences, and most important

of all, voices and activities of CR stations

from the field. For us at CR News, that has

been one of the signs of the vibrant

growth of the sector and an indication

that it is alive and kicking.

This issue of CR News has been some-

what different. While we received good

stories, especially from the South Asian

perspective, we were a wee bit disappointed

because not many of them are related to

programming or to community engagement.

There are no stories about innovative content

or community involvement, and not many

voices from the field to speak of in the issue.

It is not that we at CR News are soliciting

‘breaking news’ or looking to publish success

stories only, but there appears to be an awk-

ward lull in the news coming in about com-

munity radio activities on the ground from

the region as a whole, and especially from India.

Is the reason behind this, what Venu

Arora and Jaimini Luharia state in their

article: “there is very little by way of

documentation [by stations] and active

engagement with the public at large on

the role that community radio stations

are playing and have the potential to play

in the years to come.” (See page 3). Or is

this an indication of a general reduction

of fervour within the sector? Are these

warning signs alerting us to the need for

rebooting and bringing back the vibrancy

of voices and the colours of diversity that

symbolise the sector?

It is not that the Government of India

or the policy makers and organisations

in South Asia are not making an effort.

Our lead story in this issue outlines that

endeavours that are sought to be put in

place for furthering community radio by

several countries within the SAARC  region.

Suman Basnet’s article on AMARC (page 9),

the interview with Bazlur Rahman of BNNRC

(pages 6-7) and the news of IIMC’s vision

to be a capacity building hub (page 8) give

us some hope that community radio has

become a key focus at institutional and

executive levels in many South Asian

countries, including India.

In India, there are also discussions around

making CR viable as a tool for participatory

development through association with

agendas of different ministries. Proposals for

enhancing its role in disaster management,

for climate change, and in the health sector,

etc. are aplenty. Special provisions for

technology support to organisations wish-

ing to set up or upgrade their stations are

also being mooted and promoted.

Yet, the CR sector in India appears to

have plateaued. It is neither growing nor

prospering. While there is recognition

and acceptance of its potential in the

upper echelons of administration, it looks

as if there is a decline in buy-in from

grassroots practitioners and communities

in India. With the exception of a few well-

endowed CR stations, most of them are

encountering serious issues of financial as

well as social sustainability.

As we close in on the 10 years of an

inclusive CR policy in India this November,

there is a need to both celebrate and

introspect.  Two pioneering NGO sector

CR stations, Sangham Radio and Radio

Bundelkhand, celebrate eight years of

their existence this October. Campus-

based community radio stations had a

head start in India and Pinky Chandran’s

poem on page 5 is an ode to the nine years

of her station. However, even as these

provide cause for cheer, we do need to ask

ourselves: Why is the community radio

sector in India starting to lose its lustre?  

Are there no genuine takers left?  Has

the faith in CR’s potential dwindled or are

the challenges of setting up and running

them too cumbersome? If not, then,

where are the new stations, innovative

programming, stakeholder meetings,

capacity building workshops, awareness

campaigns, civic engagement events, grass-

roots trainings, policy reforms seminars and

people’s voices?

Kanchan K. Malik
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There is a need for rebooting and

bringing back the vibrancy of

voices and the colours of diversity

that symbolise the sector.

Government of India and the policy

makers and organisations in South

Asia are making efforts to support

the CR sector. In India, there are

discussions around making CR

viable as a tool for participatory

development through association

with agendas of different ministries.



I’ve learned –

Communities can be territorially bound,

But belong to different communities of interest and

multifarious networks

And each community has its own way of doing things and

Everyone has something to contribute and a way of

participation

I’ve learned –

That even communities of interest are heterogeneous

There is always extreme variety

Caste, Class, Gender, Language always plays a role, in

the vocabulary used

I’ve learned –

Communities of interest don’t necessarily speak about

issues concerning them,

But want to have a say in anything around them

I’ve learned –

That communities are not stable entities,

That within communities of interest,

Movement to different networks is constant

And that community is dynamic and fluid

I’ve learned –

That a community is like a kaleidoscope, no single view

will shed light on the total picture.

But every twist will reveal a new representation

I’ve learned –

That to understand community there can never be

“them and us”

But “we” as a whole, evolving, moving, changing shifting

and never constant

I’ve learned –

That within communities’ power hierarchy, insecurity,

favouritism will always prevail

That people come and go, and one must let go…

I’ve learned –

Having a vision, is a first step,

But laying a foundation to actualizing is the next

I’ve learned –

That participation takes on multiple forms

And it cannot be labelled or boxed in

I’ve learned –

That rhythm of work cannot be standardized

While one can establish a regular and repetitive pattern

To break the monotony,

Reskilling, Retreats and refresher training must be the

norm

I’ve learned –

That one must go beyond the accepted practice of radio

That all communities are not articulate and

That cannot be termed as inferior or unprofessional

I’ve learned –

That there is no right or wrong way of doing things…

And it is important to discard the for and against views

Take criticisms in stride and don’t be afraid to seek as-

sistance

I’ve learned –

That the radio can grow

’I’ve learned –

That it is important to focus on the potential for learning

Experiment, experiment, experiment must be the

mantra

And celebrations must be the norm

I have learned that when you run a community radio

you will always stay on the learning curve – and never

hit a dead end…

A big thank you to all the beautiful people who I have

met in this journey…

Pinky Chandran

Director, Radio Active CR 90.4 MHz

Learning by Heart

CR UPDATE

An Ode to Radio Active on its 9th Anniversary
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SOUTH ASIA

‘Community media is making the media landscape of South Asia

more pluralistic’

AHM Bazlur Rahman is an iconic figure in the community radio

movement in South Asia.  As the CEO of Bangladesh NGOs Network

for Radio and Communication (BNNRC), Rahman energized the

government and civil society in his country to establish a dynamic

community radio sector, within a distinct policy framework. He is

well-travelled, imbibing experiences and models from around the

world and advocating for change in the media landscape not only

in Bangladesh, but also in the rest of South Asia. Vinod Pavarala

and Kanchan K. Malik met him at the BNNRC office in Dhaka

and discussed the growth of community radio in Bangladesh and

in other parts of the region. Excerpts from the interview:

VP: Could you please tell us about the status of community radio

in Bangladesh today?

BR: In Bangladesh, there are 17 community radio stations on

air and another 15 stations are awaiting spectrum allocation. We

hope by the end of December all 15 will join. Now, 17 community

radio stations produce 125 hours of programmes per day, most of

which come from the local community, and by the local community.

About 1000 youth men and women (52%) are working with these

stations as community radio broadcasters. The programming line

is development – there are basic four areas:  to inform, to educate,

development motivation, and local entertainment.  All programmes

basically originate at the local level with consultation and partici-

pation from the local communities. It is our estimate that these

125 hours a day are being produced with the participation of

minimum 4000 people.

Side by side local government officials are seen as partners

of the community radio station. This is one of the strengths of

community radio in Bangladesh. At the central government level,

our Ministry of Information has already revised the Community

Radio Policy 2008 after examining our practices and experiences.

This revised policy is now awaiting final declaration.

VP: What will be some of the key features of this new policy?

BR: One key feature will be permitting of commercial advertise-

ments – up to 10% of air time – that are in line with National

Broadcasting Policy Advertisement Guidelines. Now, community

radios broadcast only some development advertisements. I think

will be a great area, because through this our radio will more

sustainable. Our volunteers and staff can get better honorarium

and wages through this.

Another feature of the new policy would be that the govern-

ment will allow community campus radio as part of universities.

A third area is that government would like to allow a minimum

of two community radio stations per district. We have 64 districts

and if each government will have at least two radio stations, then we

will have more than 100 community radio stations in Bangladesh.

The Ministry has already issued a D.O. letter (demi-official

letter) to all ministries so that they can provide their development

advertisements through community radio. This way the govern-

ment can utilize the potential of community radio for promoting

development issues, such as health, family planning, environment,

and other safety net issues. In the future, I think, the information

related gap will minimize between the rural community and the

government, especially with safety net issues. 

VP: What about campus radio? Will it be treated as a sub-category

of community radio or will it be a separate category all together?

BR: In India, you have lot of experience with campus community

radio. So, we hope in Bangladesh, there will be a separate campus

radio policy for the universities in the future. But, right now the gov-

ernment’s intention is to make it part of the community radio policy.

KKM: Is there any provision in the new policy on permitting news

broadcasting in community radio?

BR: We have provision for what we call development news. We

have some embargo regarding political news, political party news.

Otherwise, our community radios do a lot of news on community

problems, community unrest, community solutions, which can all

be seen as political. Only, we cannot broadcast party-based news.

The revised policy will maintain the same. We are okay with this

because, as a growing sector in Bangladesh, community radio

needs more time to build its capacity to handle political news. 

VP: Now, most of the first round of stations, the initial 14, have

experience of about five years of being on air.  What has been the

learning from the ground level that BNNRC and you could gather?

BR: I would like to share with you some findings. CR stations

have started addressing issues of disadvantaged communities

like Dalits in our programmes. Secondly, community radios in

Bangladesh have been playing a good role in the area of disaster

risk reduction. When disasters struck power lines in coastal

areas and television was off, it was basically radio that saved the

coastal people. Local administrators went to stations that were

struggling to operate through diesel powered generators and

told them, “please do not interrupt your broadcast, we will pro-

vide you diesel.” This is the trust and credibility that are enjoyed

by community radio today. 

Another learning I would like to share with you is dialogue, a

process established at the community level through radio.

Dialogue between local government and civil society, with other

issue-based organisations or campaign groups. Community

radio has been promoting dialogue among different stakeholders

in development.  Take a typical magazine format programme

that runs for 30 minutes to one hour, the community radio station

always invites, engages the relevant local stakeholders. One person

comes from the government, another from civil society, and another

a beneficiary group. Through a dialogue between the three of

them, they move towards a solution. 

KKM: One of your big achievements has been the training of the

youth women and you won a WSIS award also for it. Please tell

us about this initiative.

BR: Basically, this initiative is in line with community radio jour-

nalism. While our youth seem to be interested to work with

community radio, our rural press has no women.  There is a big

vacuum in raising rural women’s voices in the media. To address

that we started a programme called, ‘Youth Women in Community

Radio’. We set up a 6-month fellowship programme and selected

youth women by announcing on radio and distributing leaflets

in the local community. Our objective was that with this training

and working with mentors, the rural woman community radio

journalist would also develop some news for the local press. Now,

59 such youth women, including 40 from Dalit communities, are

with community radio stations. After this process, our staff

members, community radio station managers, and also community

radio well-wishers realised the dynamism of the daily lives of

Dalits and that they are a neglected section of our society. 

VP: Now, caste discrimination is quite a big issue, not only in

Bangladesh but also in some other parts of South Asia. Do you think

that community radio must play a role in addressing discrimination

and inequality in other parts of South Asia as well?

BR: Nepal community radio is already doing something on this

issue, I think. You perhaps know about Jagran Media group’s efforts

in Nepal.  It is now time to act throughout the South Asian region,

sharing experiences regarding disadvantaged communities, es-

pecially Dalits.  I think we need some empirical research on how

radio is already addressing the issue and how radio can address it

in the future, followed by a dialogue. 

VP: BNNRC and you personally have been pioneers in community

radio in Bangladesh. But, you also have played a remarkable role

in South Asia through sharing and learning. How do you see the

future of community radio in South Asia as a whole? 

BR: It is a very important question for me also. For me, South

Asian future is community media. This is my realisation because

the sector is growing in India, Bangladesh, and Nepal, maybe

Bhutan will join and Sri Lanka, Maldives, Myanmar.  If we want

to address the issues of the disadvantaged communities, the real

poor people of South Asia, we need a strong community media

movement.  We need community radio, community television

and community film. 

VP: How do you think it will transform the media landscape in

South Asia? 

BR: I think community media has already changed the media

landscape of South Asia. Besides civil society movements,

governments in India, Bangladesh and Nepal have now realised

the potential of community media. They are providing policy

support to make the media landscape more pluralistic.
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SOUTH ASIA

‘Community media is making the media landscape of South Asia
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Radio Policy 2008 after examining our practices and experiences.
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will be a great area, because through this our radio will more
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and if each government will have at least two radio stations, then we

will have more than 100 community radio stations in Bangladesh.

The Ministry has already issued a D.O. letter (demi-official

letter) to all ministries so that they can provide their development

advertisements through community radio. This way the govern-

ment can utilize the potential of community radio for promoting
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radio policy for the universities in the future. But, right now the gov-

ernment’s intention is to make it part of the community radio policy.

KKM: Is there any provision in the new policy on permitting news

broadcasting in community radio?

BR: We have provision for what we call development news. We

have some embargo regarding political news, political party news.

Otherwise, our community radios do a lot of news on community
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be seen as political. Only, we cannot broadcast party-based news.

The revised policy will maintain the same. We are okay with this
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struggling to operate through diesel powered generators and

told them, “please do not interrupt your broadcast, we will pro-

vide you diesel.” This is the trust and credibility that are enjoyed

by community radio today. 

Another learning I would like to share with you is dialogue, a

process established at the community level through radio.

Dialogue between local government and civil society, with other

issue-based organisations or campaign groups. Community

radio has been promoting dialogue among different stakeholders

in development.  Take a typical magazine format programme

that runs for 30 minutes to one hour, the community radio station

always invites, engages the relevant local stakeholders. One person

comes from the government, another from civil society, and another

a beneficiary group. Through a dialogue between the three of

them, they move towards a solution. 

KKM: One of your big achievements has been the training of the

youth women and you won a WSIS award also for it. Please tell

us about this initiative.

BR: Basically, this initiative is in line with community radio jour-

nalism. While our youth seem to be interested to work with

community radio, our rural press has no women.  There is a big

vacuum in raising rural women’s voices in the media. To address

that we started a programme called, ‘Youth Women in Community

Radio’. We set up a 6-month fellowship programme and selected

youth women by announcing on radio and distributing leaflets

in the local community. Our objective was that with this training

and working with mentors, the rural woman community radio

journalist would also develop some news for the local press. Now,

59 such youth women, including 40 from Dalit communities, are

with community radio stations. After this process, our staff

members, community radio station managers, and also community

radio well-wishers realised the dynamism of the daily lives of

Dalits and that they are a neglected section of our society. 

VP: Now, caste discrimination is quite a big issue, not only in

Bangladesh but also in some other parts of South Asia. Do you think

that community radio must play a role in addressing discrimination

and inequality in other parts of South Asia as well?

BR: Nepal community radio is already doing something on this

issue, I think. You perhaps know about Jagran Media group’s efforts

in Nepal.  It is now time to act throughout the South Asian region,

sharing experiences regarding disadvantaged communities, es-

pecially Dalits.  I think we need some empirical research on how

radio is already addressing the issue and how radio can address it

in the future, followed by a dialogue. 

VP: BNNRC and you personally have been pioneers in community

radio in Bangladesh. But, you also have played a remarkable role

in South Asia through sharing and learning. How do you see the

future of community radio in South Asia as a whole? 

BR: It is a very important question for me also. For me, South

Asian future is community media. This is my realisation because

the sector is growing in India, Bangladesh, and Nepal, maybe

Bhutan will join and Sri Lanka, Maldives, Myanmar.  If we want

to address the issues of the disadvantaged communities, the real

poor people of South Asia, we need a strong community media

movement.  We need community radio, community television

and community film. 

VP: How do you think it will transform the media landscape in

South Asia? 

BR: I think community media has already changed the media

landscape of South Asia. Besides civil society movements,

governments in India, Bangladesh and Nepal have now realised

the potential of community media. They are providing policy

support to make the media landscape more pluralistic.
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Voices of rural people on CR through training of youth women

If we want to address the issues of the

disadvantaged communities, the real

poor people of South Asia, we need a

strong community media movement. We

need community radio, community

television and community film. 
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Sahr Amadu Komba — The manager of the local radio station

Eastern Radio 96.5 FM in the diamond mining town of Koidu, in

Sierra Leone's eastern Kono District, went into hiding from July

27 to July 31, 2016, out of fear of arrest on allegations of inciting

the public to protest against  the government's response to

floods. 

According to news reports, the floods destroyed homes and

cut off the road linking the town to the capital, Freetown. 

Komba said he began receiving threatening phone calls from

police and unidentified men threatening his life after his station

aired a conversation with civil society activists on the devasta-

tion and cause of a July 27 heavy flood. 

The flooding provoked violent protests by angry residents,

who blamed it on illegal mining in the area, news reports said.

Source: http://allafrica.com/stories/201608160998.html

Threats push Sierra Leonean CR

journalist into hiding

Co Media Lab gets off the ground

BNNRC urges revival of CR in Japan 

Radio Active 90.4 MHz and Citizen Matters – both community

media initiatives in Bangalore, have embarked on an exciting

joint collation – The Co Media Lab. An independent and convergent

community media platform, the media lab serves as resource

centre, newsroom and a space for dialogue and discussions

which will have community and citizenry as their contributor.

The Lab will also train and mentor community producers/journalists

by organising regular workshops on city issues, social issues,

citizen journalism, media production, data analysis and other

thematic issues of relevance, in addition to providing opportunities

for internships. 

The lab will explore convergence of media across genre – digital

stories, podcasts, radio episodes, video explainers, perform-

ances, photography, face to face conversation and discussion.

The Co Media Lab, will also host an independent youth platform-

Youth Matters, to encourage and amplify youth voices.

Source: CR News bureau

With a view to boost Community Radio (CR) the Indian Institute of

Mass Communication (IIMC) will provide consultancy and training on

setting up and running CR stations across the country.

The decision was taken at an IIMC executive council meeting on

Tuesday. The Institute will set up facilities including purchase of

equipments and hiring expert manpower to provide consultancy and

training on community radio.

The meeting was chaired by I&B secretary and IIMC chairman Ajay

Mittal. According to a statement, Mittal observed that many of the

organizations which have received licenses were unable to operate

the same in the absence of expertise in content creation and technology.

IIMC DG K G Suresh stated that IIMC has been successfully running

its own Community Radio station titled 'Apna Radio' since September

2005 and has developed expertise in operationalizing community

radio such as content development and mobilizing community around the radio broadcast. IIMC expertise can be effectively used

in training human resources on community radio, he said.

Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/delhi/Community-Radio-IIMC-to-give-training-on-setting-up-stations/ arti-
cleshow/52854313.cms

IIMC to give training on setting up CR stations

Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio and Communication

(BNNRC) has written to Sanae Takaichi, Japan’s Minster of Internal

Affairs and Communications, to express their concern regarding

the immediate revival of community radio in the country.

BNNRC is the apex body of the community media sector to

government, industry, regulatory bodies, media and development

partners in Bangladesh.In its letter, BNNRC has cited the recent

closing down of Radio FMYY of Kobe - a community radio station

that was playing a pioneering role in promoting disaster risk reduc-

tion, but had to stop broadcasting due to prohibitory provisions

in the community radio regulation of Japan.

The regulation, following an amendment in 2011, imposes a

highly restrictive condition on community radios, according to

which a station cannot

stop broadcasting even

for a short time.In order

to comply, community

radios are required to

make large investments

in backup equipment

and infrastructure and remain unsympathetic to difficulties

faced by staff members and volunteers. Stations considered to

be in violation are dealt with severely.

Source: http://www.asiaradiotoday.com/news/bangladesh-

ngos-lobby-revive-community-radio-japan

DG IIMC K G Suresh holds consultations for strengthening

CR in India



Between August 9 and10, 2016, participants

from Bangladesh, India and Nepal met at

the South Asian community radio conference

organized by Association of Community

Radio Broadcasters of Nepal (ACORAB) to

discuss community broadcasting in the region

[See the lead story]. The interactions

were timely and an opportunity to take

stock of Community Radio in the region.

Suman Basnet provides an abridged ac-

count of his presentation.

Out of the eight countries that are officially

classified as South Asian, five have some

form of community broadcasting in place.

Almost 19 years ago, Nepal became the first

country to begin radio broadcasting from a

non-governmental sector. Afghanistan,

India and Bangladesh joined in, in the new

millennium. Bhutan, having started com-

munity broadcasting just about a year ago,

is the latest entry in the community-radio-

club-of-South Asia. Now only three coun-

tries remain to allow community radios and

these are Pakistan, Maldives and Sri Lanka. 

The late Zane Ibrahim of Bush Radio fa-

mously said, “community radio is 90%

about community and 10% about radio. He

further said, “When setting up community

stations, the first thing people start with is

radio, which is the name of a technology. If

you start with technology, before long

there will be a huge gap between the

radio and the community.” 

In this context, a review of community

broadcasting in South Asia needs to be

made based on the success community

radios may or may not have achieved in

mainstreaming people’s voices on the air-

waves. However, it will be a futile exercise

should discussions focus only on community

radio development vis-à-vis ‘developmental’

partnerships and activities. 

Questions of equity, equal access, and

restrictive legislation like a ban on broad-

casting news remain concerns in many

countries. There are also challenges within

the sector related to infrastructure, com-

munity involvement, participatory con-

tent development and regulatory

framework. 

In 2010, the Asia-Pacific regional chapter

of AMARC held its 2nd regional conference

in Bangalore where an assembly of nearly

300 members recommended a 10-point

agenda for the development of community

radio in the region. Many of these recom-

mendations remain relevant even today:

1) Community radios will have to build

active alliances with social movements

like freedom of information, freedom of

expression, food security, gender issues,

issues of climate change and natural disaster. 

2) Community radios will have to strate-

gically combine old and new communication

technologies and develop mixed media

models. Ways of listening to radio is changing

rapidly. Online and digital platforms are   ex-

panding fast and community broadcasting

must adapt to the changing atmosphere. 

3) There needs to be an active engage-

ment among the different sections of

broadcasting –commercial broadcasters

have the listeners, public broadcasters

have the reach, and community broad-

casters have the local content. The synergy

thus built can be of extra ordinary value

high especially in areas like disaster risk

reduction. 

4) Building linkages with academia and

independent media development and

research organizations can give rise to

more research and impact assessment

studies to track and evaluate performance

of community radio stations and study

their co-relation with factors that could

influence their behavior such as political

or commercial interests. 

5) Additional support is needed urgently

for training in community radios and for

developing a pool of country and regional

resource persons that can undertake

community radio capacity building.

6) Country and regional level networks

comprising of community radio practi-

tioners, advocates and community media

production groups are required to strengthen

the case for legal reform, technology access

and fund raising, to advocate for enabling

environments and judicious legislation at

the country levels. 

Suman Basnet 

Regional Coordinator 

AMARC Asia-Pacific 

‘South Asia CR stations must advocate for
liberal legislation’ 

SOUTH ASIA
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ACORAB President Mohan Chapagain addresses the delegates in Kathmandu during the

inaugural session of the South Asia Conference on Community Radio (Courtesy ACORAB)
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  Gram Vaani adopts  a  new avatar

Gram Vaani has entered into a strategic

partnership with the Life Impacting Services

business spinoff from OnMobile Global

Ltd, to form OnionDev. Why this curious

name? We feel this metaphor accurately

captures what we have learned over the

years. When putting technology to use for

development, the technology is actually a

very small part of the puzzle, but rather

the problem is multi-layered and requires

planning for user training, community

dynamics to drive adoption, an under-

standing of what information resonates

with the users, strategic stakeholder net-

working to advocate for systemic change,

and other layers which are not at all easy

to unpeel and model, and can literally

bring tears to your eyes.

This learning has been behind the success

of our platform, Mobile Vaani (MV), which

works using IVR (Interactive Voice Response)

systems. MV uses the common “missed

call” concept where users place a call to

an MV phone number, and the server cuts

the call and calls them back, thus making

the system free of cost for the users. The

MV IVR presents options to record voice

messages they want to share, listen to

messages left by others, comment on

them, like and forward messages, take

surveys, etc. A wide variety of topics are

featured on MV, including job openings,

agriculture advisory, social issues such as

early marriage and domestic violence,

health Q&A, governance and accountability,

folk songs and poems, and local and national

level advertisements. 

One of the greatest innovations in MV’s

success has been our community mobi-

lization model where we work with over

300 volunteers across the 25 districts of

Mobile Vaani who publicize the platform

and demonstrate its usage to the people.

Without our volunteers, not only would

Mobile Vaani have not been as popular, but

it would not have seen the wide diversity

of use-cases that were conceived by the

volunteers based on their close under-

standing of the community needs. This

same philosophy of embedding a media

initiative into the community was followed

to link Mobile Vaani with government

departments and other institutions, to

create an ecosystem that brings a high

degree of social accountability and collec-

tive action. Hundreds of impact stories

have been recorded on the platform on

how the volunteers have facilitated the

resolution of grievances, and how being

able to create a dialogue among diverse

stakeholder groups has ushered in

stronger social norms. 

One of the most exciting projects for us

this year has been our partnership with

Enable India. Enable India has created

their own Namma Vaani channel to build

a community of people with disabilities

whom they help place in companies, to

enable them to share their experiences,

problems, and suggest solutions to each

other. The channel has been a rave success,

and all credit goes to the fantastic Enable

India team on how effectively they created

content and popularized the channel

among the members. 

Other innovative applications of our

model include projects: with the Mahila

Housing Sewa Trust for information

messaging and discussions among low-in-

come urban communities on the topic of

sanitation; with one of our oldest and most

innovative partners Breakthrough on gender

sensitization of school children in Haryana

and Jharkhand; with CREA and Tarshi on

multiple iterations of Kahi Ankahi Baatein

education-entertainment mobile channels

for adolescents on sexual health and owner-

ship; with the Population Foundation of India

on the continued excitement around the

Main Kuch Bhi Kar Sakti Hoon TV series; with

The Hunger Project in AP to build a campaign

channel for elected women representatives

to reach out to other women in their com-

munities; and with MAMTA to upskill ASHA

workers in two districts of Rajasthan and UP

on using our platform for more effective dis-

semination of healthier lifestyle practices. 

We are also eagerly looking to launch a

project with Gram Tarang on helping

young girls from villages in Orissa who

are trained in tailoring and other skills, to

settle in the big metros where they relocate

for work. This will help provide a fantastic

dipstick to understand how the tremendous

macroeconomic change that India is going

through in terms of rural-urban migration

and low-skilled livelihood opportunities

in cities, actually translates into the day to

day lives of people. 

Aaditeshwar Seth

Co-founder, Gram Vaani Community

Media and OnionDev Technologies

Empowering women through Mobile Vaani



Save The Children, with support from

CEMCA and Alfaz-e-Mewat FM 107.8 took

their learning to diverse communities

across Indian slum populations in Patna,

Delhi, and Mumbai. 

The three-day training at each location

was held in the months between June and

August 2016. The topic was ‘Children and

Media’. Children from the slums identified

issues that their communities grapple with,

such as seasonal floods, fire, poor sanitation,

domestic violence and drug abuse. 

The workshop was dedicated to children

learning about media, especially community

radio, as a participatory tool of communi-

cation to identify local issues and inspire

possible solutions and behaviour change.

They discussed why there are frequent fire

outbreaks that sometimes take the shape

of a disaster, or their area gets flooded every

year during monsoons leading to huge

domestic losses in the slums. 

The training curriculum included fun-

filled activities, through which children

could easily understand the community

media concept. Upon orientation, the

groups used storytelling, drama, interviews,

and panel discussions to talk about issues

for those living in slums. 

High-spirited, energetic children had

lots to say to their communities. The work-

shops featured diverse talent. Though the

children in these communities do not have

radios of their own, they are planning to

share their unique messages by recording

them in the form of songs, drama, and

storytelling and narrowcast them within

their community.

Pooja O. Murada

Arti M. Grover

Alfaz-e-Mewat FM 107.8 

Strengthening of SANCOM mooted

VOICES FROM THE FIELD
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Continued from Page 1

Group work during the conference focused on the capacity

building needs of CRs across the region, and processes to ensure

improved community engagement and feedback as well as op-

portunities for regional sharing and collaborations, especially in

regard to creating a unified policy advocacy process across South

Asia.

The conference sparked several interesting discussions on the

need for a formal South Asian regional coordination body for com-

munity media. Readers of CR News will remember previous articles

on the establishment of the South Asia Network for Community

Media (SANCOM). Community radio activists from all three

countries called for the strengthening and formalization of the net-

work as a framework for regional coordination and cooperation

between community media practitioners and advocates in countries

that have enacted community media related policies (India,

Bangladesh, Nepal, and Bhutan). At the same time, it advocated

the active encouragement of community media processes in

other South Asian countries yet to travel that path (Pakistan,

Maldives, Sri Lanka).

The Kathmandu Declaration, presented formally to the delegates

during the concluding session of the conference, was drafted by

a committee selected from the participants, and included A.H.M.

Bazlur Rahman (CEO, BNNRC, Bangladesh), N. Ramakrishnan

(Director, Ideosync, India), Parveen Nahar (CR Jhenuk,

Bangladesh) and K. V. Rao (Radio MGIRI, India). The full text of

the Kathmandu Declaration may be seen online at:

bit.ly/2b94x0c.

N.Ramakrishnan

Executive Director

Ideosync Media Combine

Children introduced to CR and its potential 

N. Ramakrishnan presents on CR Sustainability (Courtesy: ACORAB)
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Why audio archiving matters

Oral traditions of a society are reflections of their culture, art,

idea and identities. Ancient societies relied primarily on oral

transmissions to pass on their indigenous knowledge and history

in myriad forms before the written word dominated. This subtle,

but powerful way of sustaining, recording and passing traditions

is slowly getting lost in modern times. Permeation of globalization

slowly but definitely is channelizing the world into adopting a

single global culture. In the course, local communities lose those

elements which differentiated one from the other. Thus, the

younger generations grow up, alien to their very roots.

Community radios air programmes that are intrinsically inter-

woven with the lives of local community members. The programmes

for, about and by the community members aid in keeping the

oral traditions alive, and enable passing these unique traits to

the younger generations. 

However, as they primarily rely on the word of mouth, oral

traditions are subjected to interruption or even permanent loss.

Thus, accumulating these in the form of audio files, digitizing and

archiving is imperative so as to enhance their accessibility and

visibility to the outside world. UNESCO views oral expressions

as part and parcel of a nation’s intangible cultural heritage, and

audiovisual and audio files are gaining the status of representa-

tive cultural elements of a nation, or even a small geographical

area within. 

UNESCO Resolution on Digital Preservation proposed by the

Conference of Directors of National Libraries in June 2001 urges

its member nations to adopt appropriate methods to preserve

their indigenous digital heritage utilizing the facilities offered

by IT industry. Globally, initiatives are taken to compile, digitize

and archive the available audio files and upgrade those in

degradable forms to new technology and save these for future use. 

Following the Policy Guidelines of the Ministry of Information

and Broadcasting, community radio stations necessarily store

their audio contents for a minimum of three months. However,

serious thoughts need to be spared on what happens subse-

quently. Initiatives must to be planned to encourage digitization

and archiving of all audio content produced, and not just for a

three month period, in community radio stations pan India.

Archiving can help in meticulous arrangement of acquired audio

files; enable their easy access and wider visibility and conven-

ient retrieval when required. 

Nation-wide awareness and encouragement to promote archiving

can definitely bring about changes. Archiving of oral expressions,

especially radio archives, should become a practice and be

viewed as a contribution towards building a nation’s culture

and, as a responsibility to the future. 

Ritu Raveendran

Research Fellow

Department of Journalism & Mass Communication

University of Calicut, Kerala
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